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CENTRE INFORMATION
PAYMENTS COMMENCE
JULY

FEE
13th

On 2 April
2020,
the
Government
announced
new funding
arrangements
for the early
childhood
education and
care (ECEC)
sector
in
response
to
the
coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic and its impact on
childcare enrolments and attendance. The new
arrangements made childcare services fee-free
for families. The changes took effect on 6th
April 2020 and will conclude on 12th July. Full
fees are payable to the service from Monday
13th July. John has spoken to all families and
informed them of their fortnightly payments .
If families are not clear about their scheduled
fortnightly payments, please speak to John
before the 8th July. Posters and parent
notifications have highlighted the need for
families to provide financial details to
Centrelink to ensure all families are accessing
the correct Child Care Subsidy.

CPR TRAINING TUESDAY 23rd
June Regulation 136
All educators at
JumpStart 4 Kids
are qualified in
CPR
(HLTAID001 Provide
cardiopulmonary
resuscitation after

completing a yearly refresher course with
Richard from R. J.C Training and Consulting.
Families can feel confident knowing that in the
event of an emergency there are educators in
attendance at all times who can immediately
support children , educators , parents, and
visitors in an emergency. Richard’s delivery
and capacity to build confidence with all
educators was outstanding. We feel confident
and knowledgeable to continue our care for our
JumpStart family.

We encourage all families to complete CPR
training and holding a current First Aid
certificate to safeguard family and friends.

JUMPSTART 4 Kids Winners Munch
and Move 2020 POLICY Winners

We are excited to have won
the Munch and Move Policy
Challenge for 2020. Our
children can now enjoy their
Active and Creative Play kit
to support physical activity. Our service has a
strong partnership with the Munch and Move
key messages that support healthy eating and
daily physical activity. We cannot wait to use
this new equipment with our babies and our
toddlers .

(NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7)

PARENT
INPUT
REPORT FEEDBACK

child’s

strengths

and

It
was
fantastic to
spend time
with each of
our families
during
the
last 3 weeks
in June to
share
your
achievements.

Our cooking experiences were absolutely
delicious. The Busy Bees enjoyed visiting the
garden as they prepared to make an authentic
Czech potato soup. They discovered
Rosemary, Parsley and Spinach as an extra
addition to our soup which consisted of
potatoes, carrots, parsnips, celery, marjoram
vegetable stock and water. A spray of parsley
looked great as a garnish for our soup. The
Busy Bees enjoyed cutting up the different
vegetables into small squares and placing them
in the fry pan as it gently simmered away until
all
the
vegetates

were tender.
Eating our Potato soup was a treat. Nice and
warm and certainly a healthy treat on a cold
winter afternoon. Simply delicious
Collaboratively working to highlights goals
that were achieved prior to June and planning
our next 3 months together allows educators to
respond to each child interests and develop a
sense of each family’s expectations , values,
and culture. The children really enjoy sharing
their experiences through our portfolios. As
restrictions ease, we look forward to sharing
events with all our families. Please take some
time to speak with educators about your
experiences at home with friends and family
through our Family Focus Sheets which
support
Positive
and
Responsive
Partnerships with families. Educators are
keen to add
family perspectives to our
programs on a weekly basis, so take 5 minutes
to share the uniqueness of your family.

COUNTRY OF THE MONTH
CZECH( NQA 1,3, 5, 6, &7)
Our country of the month for June was Czech.
Ryker’s Dad Frank assisted us by learning to
count from 1-10. The children across rooms
painted the Czech flag and used the world map
to view this country in relation to Australia.

Our Playful Possum
used
potatoes,
onions,
flour,
marjoram, a pinch of
salt and pepper to
make Czech Potato
Cakes.
They
carefully grated the
potatoes and onion
along with some
spinach
finely
chopped
and
rosemary from our garden which the Playful
Possums enjoyed picking themselves. A quick
mix with some flour made a really sticky mix.
The
Possums
then
picked up handfuls of
our potato mix and
rolled it into balls. Miss
Shannon shallow fried
the potatoes patties in
the kitchen to keep our
Possums safe.

The crispy grated
potatoes
were
irresistible
once
cooked. So crunchy
and delicate. A very

skills like handwriting , colouring , cutting, and
pasting enhance children’s cognitive , brain
development in a way that touchscreens and
keyboards cannot. . Children learn by
engagement. We encourage families to monitor
screen time with children
(NQA 1,5, 6, &7)

TRANSITION TO SCHOOL NIGHT
tasty treat indeed.
The Bunyips make strawberry yoghurt crepes.
They spooned teaspoons of yogurt on crepes
topped with thinly sliced strawberries from our
garden and carefully rolled them up. A quick
but delicious Czech desert. No wonder Ryker’s
dad loves Czech food.

JULY -COUNTRY OF
THE
MONTH
ENGLAND PARENT
HELP NEEDED. CAN
YOU HELP
In July we will be discovering England. We
invite our families to share their English
heritage with us by sharing a recipe, song ,
story , craft or activity with us as we continue
to move around the world tasting a variety of
treats and exploring where we live in relation
to different countries around the globe .

LITERACY.
READ BOOKS –
ENGAGE IN ACTIVITIES WITH
UYOUR CHILD EACH DAY

28th JULY 6:00pm QIP
We

invite

families

who have children
commencing
kindergarten in 2021
and 2022 to attend
out Transition to
school night. A local
Principal
and
speech therapist will
present on the night
to support and guide families in identifying
children’s school readiness. Room educators
will showcase the program to support children
and identify and share strategies that parents
can implement at home to ensure children are
ready for school. This is an important event
and we trust that all our Busy Bees Parents will
be in attendance on the night.
(NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7)

ROOM STIMULUS AREAS:
BUSY BEES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

NAIDOC Week
Human Body
Science Week
Friendship Week

Throughout the
month of June,

IPADS fail to make the grade. During COVID
19 families have increased children’s exposure
to screen time. Recent studies from James
Cook university found that technology did not
enhance specific school learning areas such as
mathematics , science and English. Fine motor

the Busy Bees enjoyed
participating in many
experiments developing
their curiosity and hypothesising skills
throughout each experience. Some of our
favourite experiments were making puffy paint
for art and craft, making ricotta cheese with

Miss Jaina, and looking at
healthy and unhealthy
drinks.
Miss
Trish
measured out the amount
of sugar by teaspoons in
each of the drinks. The
Busy Bees enjoyed health
and Physical week during June discussing
healthy and unhealthy foods and participating
in lots of physical activities and exercises. Our
favourite exercises for the month were Minions
and I Like to Move It Zumba as well as Jack
Hartman’s Count to 100 exercise videos.
During the month of July, we will continue to
extend on the children’s interest in
experiments. We will do this through
completing other experiments such as the tea
bag rocket and the bicarb and vinegar volcano.
The children will also participate and engage in
a science show on the 22nd July exposing them
to lots of different science experiments. In
celebration of NAIDOC week, the Busy Bees
will explore the culture of Indigenous
Australians. We will do this through dream
time stories such as The Rainbow Serpent and
How the Birds got their Colours. The children
will participate in tradition Aboriginal painting
and develop an understanding of Aboriginal
Symbols. The children will also spend a week
exploring and investigating the Human Body
the children will develop their understanding of
the different organs in the Human Body and
the different things the Body does.

SCHOOL READINESS FOCUS
LITERACY FOCUS. PHONICS:
During the first two
weeks of July we will be
revisiting and revising
the letters we have
focussed on throughout
term 2. The children will
be encouraged to identify
the letters and the sounds
each letter makes through games like letter
bingo and alphabet memory and matching
games. The last two weeks of July we will

focus on the letters Z and W. The children will
be introduced to these letters through
intentionally taught school readiness groups
lead by the Busy Bee educators. The children
will be encouraged to identify the letters Z and
W and the sounds they both make. They will
participate in tracing and writing activities
developing their pencil grasp and writing
ability as well as their knowledge of these
letters. The children will make connection to
the letter sounds through identifying words
beginning with each letter.
NUMERACY:
Through the first two weeks of July the
children will be revising numbers 1 to 20.
Children will be encouraged to identify each
number and developing their counting skills as
they
create
groupings and
collections with
counters of each
number.
The
children
will
participate
in
numeracy-based games like number bingo,
sequencing numbers using number lines and
numeracy board games that encourage
counting
and
number
recognition.
Through the last two weeks in July the children
will focus on the numbers 21 and 22. The
children will be encouraged to identify these 2digit numbers with correct placement of
numerals. Educators will use flashcards and
fun physical games like jumping on stepping
stones with numbers and throwing bean bags at
number targets to
teach
number
recognition.
CONCEPT:
During the first
two weeks in July
we will focus on revisiting and revising the
concepts we focussed on during term 2. The
children will play games like shape or colour
bingo, shape matching and I spy colour games.
The children will be encouraged to name and

identify the shapes and colours
as well as develop an understanding of the
properties of each shape. During the second
half of July we will
focus on the shapes
Rumbas and Square and
colours Black and Red.
The children will be
encouraged to name and
identify each colour and shape and develop an
understanding of the properties of each shape.
These will be taught in play-based learning
activities such as making and creating the
shapes with play dough or paddle pop sticks or
participating in a colour scavenger hunt.

SIGHT WORDS JULY
WK 1
Revision
WK 2
Revision
WK 3
You
We
WK 4
For
Go
Throughout July we will focus on revising the
sigh words taught throughout term 2. Weeks
three and four we will introduce 4 new sight
words. These will at first be introduced using
flashcards. Then taught through play-based
literacy games like writing the word using
magnetic letter and sight word bingo.
BUSY BEES NEWS NO TOYS.
Busy Bees news group is a time for
encouraging and developing children’s verbal
skills and confidence. During the month of
July, we ask for you to support this by
encouraging your children to bring in a
photograph to share for news. This photograph
might be of something you did on the
weekend, a holiday you went on previously, a
new family member, a pet or even just a family
photo. We ask that your child does not bring
a toy for news as these can be easily broken or
lost and limit the type of language or questions
used by your child or their peers.

MEET STANLEY OUR FRIENDLY
STICK INSECT
The Busy Bees would like to introduce their
pet Stanley the Stick insect! Although Stanley

is still shy and quiet, he enjoys listening to
stories with the children and watching them as
they play. The children love to pick Stanley up
and take turns holding and petting him. They
enjoy watching him eat his fresh eucalyptus

leaves
and
changing his
cage
and
water every
week!

OUR
CENTRE
COMPANION BEARS BUSY BEES
& PLAYFUL POSSUMS
PARAMEDIC PETE & NURSE NATASHA
Paramedic Pete
had so much
fun
Visiting
Javier and his
family. He had
a great time
celebrating Javier’s grandmother’s birthday
and meeting his great grandmother. Nurse
Natasha is enjoying having an extended visit
with Liam and his family. During July, our
companion bears look forward to vising
Hannah, Eliana, Benjamin, Vrisha, Veer, and
Ayaaz.
PATIENT PATRICK &SCHOOL GIRL
JESSICA
Patient Patrick loved going to visit
Vedavyasa and School Girl Jessica enjoyed
visiting
Sayesha
throughout the
month of June.
Our
Companion
bears are very
excited disembark on their new adventure
with Grace and Avni.
It is important to return our Companion
Bears after 1 week, so all children can enjoy

this experience. We cannot wait to see what
adventures our Bears go on.
(NQA 1, 3, 5, 6, & 7)

BUSY BEES FAVOURITE BOOKS
OF THE MONTH

Throughout the month of June, the Busy Bees
have made a list of their four favourite books
of the month! These books are ‘Good Night,
Sleep Tight’, ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’,
‘Keeping Healthy’ and ‘The Lorax.’ The
children enjoy listening to ‘Good Night, Sleep
Tight’ as they get to sing along with the range
of their favourite bedtime nursery rhymes
within the book. ‘The Very Hungry
Caterpillar’ has furthered their knowledge of
one of the weekly stimuluses – lifecycles – as
they learn about the transitions of a caterpillar
to a butterfly. The children also loved listening
to ‘Keeping Healthy’ as they focussed on their
fitness and health, engaging in conversations
about healthy and unhealthy foods and why we
should keep active. They
applied this knowledge to the
‘Rethink Your Drink’ display
– where they calculate how
much sugar is in each drink
they might have. Lastly, ‘The
Lorax’ built on their appreciation of the
environment as they learnt about deforestation
and the effect it has on surrounding animals
and plant life.

ROOM STIMULUS
PLAYFUL POSSUMS
Weather
1.

Naidoc Week

2.

Pyjama Week

3.

Science and Sensory Week

4.

Olympics

In June we explored physical health and wellbeing, healthy eating and the importance of
kindness while developing their skills and
interest in music. We discussed our knowledge
and understanding of healthy eating. This
extended our
project-based learning
experiences that were implemented with the
children from the month of April extending on
interest and knowledge of banana’s. Educators
promoted healthy eating through implementing
food preparation experiences such as making
fruit making fruit kebabs where discussions
were held about various types of fruits.
Children were able to express themselves and
engage in conversations about which fruits
were their favourites. Children developed
their self-help skills as they role played using
the fruit chopping set and picnic set choosing
foods that were more beneficial for their health
and to give them lasting energy throughout the
day. In turn, the children
gathered perspective on
how participating
in
physical health and wellbeing is
also
beneficial for maintaining
positive health and wellbeing.
We focused on kindness and how we look
after our friends in our room.
The children
enjoyed
discussing with educators’ the
positive relationships and
traits that they love enjoyed
about their friends and educators through small
group discussions. Educators read stories such
as ‘Can you say Peace?’ to promote respect for
diversity and ‘When I’m feeling Happy’ to
engage in discussions about how being kind
can make people feel happy and ways we can
ensure we are being kind.
In July we will focus on NAIDOC Week and
Pyjama week with both events symbolizing
being and becoming. Children will learn about
and focus on the importance of here and now
in their lives, being present and understanding
who they are. Children will also further
develop their knowledge and understanding of
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
cultures as make digeridoo’s, learn about
traditions and the meaning
behind our
Aboriginal flag. We will explore the changes

in weather and conduct
weather experiments to gather
knowledge and understanding
of the water cycle as we discover how storms
develop.
CONCEPT: Revising
Colours
and
Shapes/Healthy Eating

through the month. Crawling under our room
tables
was
the
children’s favourite
activity this month.
Through the month
of July, we will focus
on NAIDOC Week
to educate the children on the history, culture,
and achievements of the Aboriginal people.
(NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7)

YARNING BOOK

LITERACY: Letter
Hh and Letter Cc
NUMERACY: Counting five to Number 11.

BABY BUNYIPS
STIMULUS:
1-2: Naidoc
3-4: Outdoor Environments
During the month of June, the Baby Bunyips
focused on weather by reading books and
engaging the children in art and craft activities.
The children all enjoyed taking part in creating
displays of paper plate suns, rainclouds, and
footprint rainbows. We read books and listened
to songs about the weather.
Children participated in various weatherrelated experiments such as rain drop
experiment,
tornado
.
which
the
children really
enjoyed.
Children also
had
an
opportunity to
visit our veggie garden looking at our spinach
, broad bean, and parsley. The children touched
the different plants and taste our mint leaves
and rosemary as they developed their sensorial
skills.
We developed our
gross motor skills by
hopping, skipping,
jumping,
and
crawling our way

Our yarning book went
home with Arya in the
beginning of June, and
Brodie the last couple of
weeks. Our next stop
will be to visit Odeya
and Gautham throughout
July so we can share our stories and current
interests of them while at school and in their
home life.

OUTDOOR PLAY FUNDAMENTAL
MOVEMENT
Throughout July, the children will be focussing
on building their ability to gallop. With
educator demonstration and assistance, the
children will learn to successfully complete the
FMS of galloping through a range of outdoor
activities such as horse dress ups, galloping
races and games such as red light, green light
and freeze games. NQA 1,,2, 3, 5, 6, &7)

NAIDOC WEEK 6th July
During July we will
introduce a welcome to
country poem for the
children to reflect on our
traditional heritage . We
will view aboriginal
symbols and discuss our
uniqueness
and
acceptance of all cultures as we celebrate the
rick diversity present at Jumpstart 4 Kids.

JULY
SCIENCE SHOW 22nd July 10:00am
$12.00
Mitchell will delight
our interests as we
explore a range of
different
science
experiments
to
discover
our
surrounding
and
investigate why things
happen . The children will explore a range of
science activities though hands on experiences
that use solids liquids and colour. This is an
informative incursion where children will be
challenged to investigate and answer why
things occur. Families will be charged $12 to
their accounts for the event . Families with
children who do not attend on this day are
welcome to attend for the show that
commences at 10:00am.

Children will work progressively on their
artwork over 6 weeks . This is a great time for
children to present their work in a formal
setting .Children’s sense of self and
recognition of their talents and skills will be
shared with peers and family members.
Artwork will be
purchased for
$15.
Refreshments and treats will be served on the
night. With the funds raised we will purchase
an outdoor play fort and 4 new push cars.

PARENT FORUM 21st July
We are grateful for the consideration and
support of all our families during this time .
We will host a parent forum meeting on
Tuesday 21st July to discuss our easing of
restrictions and forward planning as we
continue to support children families and
educators.

DONATIONS FOR ART SHOW
We would love art and craft donations for
our Art show. Buttons , strings , peddles
shells , wool, Cotton wool. Material .

PYJAMA WEEK 13th
Let’s party. During
Pyjama week will
build cubby houses
inside and outside.
Cook
marshmallows around our pretend campfire as
we read books and share stories as part of a
yarning circle.
We will play board games, card games of
intense concentration and engage in pretend
fishing in our very own pond. We will explore
our vegetable garden and make spinach and
ricotta sausage rolls to keep us nice and warm
as we sip on warm chocolate milk.

CENTRE ART SHOW
26th August 4:30 PM - 6:30 PM
After our success with last Years ART show
we
are
delighted to
showcase our
Art show for
2020.

Busy Bees
Maisie 7 th Khushi 22nd Kaya 28th
Hannah 30th
FINAL THOUGHT

Coming together is a beginning.
Keeping together is progress .
Working together is Success
We thank all our families who continue
to work with us to make JumpStart a
Great place for learning. We hope to
invite all our families back as soon as
we can to share the great things that
your child experiences each day.

JUMPSTART 4 KIDS
STAFF

